When the Club re-opens, we will be taking measures to ensure safety from
COVID-19. The following procedures will be in place prior to opening:
As usual, the Club will be professionally cleaned each night after games conclude.
Players (and directors) will be required to be masked.
Nobody who appears to be ill will be permitted to attend.
Everyone who enters the venue will have their temperature scanned prior to entry.
The Club will have hand soap available in the playing area.
The Club will have hand sanitizer available in the playing area.
We will provide sanitized bidding boxes that you will take with you from table to table.
We will cycle duplicate boards (and cards) so that each set is untouched for at least one week.
Everyone wishing to attend will need to have a liability waiver on file prior to playing.
We will require pre-registration to determine if games are viable.
Call to pre-register: (610)-804-8394.
When registering for games, you must leave a working contact number.
Any games that do not have at least 6 tables pre-registered are subject to cancellation.
Decision to conduct or cancel will be made at least 12 hours before scheduled game time.
Game status will be posted on the Club website.
Any cancellations will be noted on the Club telephone answering machine.
In order to manage the size of groups and to accommodate social distancing, games will be
restricted to a maximum of 10 tables.
Refreshments will not include items that are open to the air.
Items specifically not available will include:
Crackers
Cream cheese and dip
Peanut butter
Pretzels
Cheese
Chicken salad (sorry...)
Milk
Items that will be available include:
Coffee
Cans of soda and seltzer
Bottled water
Individually wrapped candy
Individually wrapped tea bags
Natural and artificial sweeteners in packets
Coffee additives in sealed containers
No celebratory cakes or sharable food items will be permitted while restrictions are in place.

